Library Searching Guide:

How to Find Print Books in the SOE Curriculum Library

The easiest way to search for library materials is to start on the University Library Homepage: www.lib.cwu.edu or you can click our link on the bottom of the Curriculum Library’s Home page. Once there, follow our guide to limit your search to books in the SOE Curriculum Library only!

To search only in the SOE Library, use Advanced Search

Click “CWU Resources” to limit your search.
Search a subject, e.g., "sixth grade science books".

As you can see, there's not much here. Curriculum is used for age span. Next we will widen the search.

This means you can find it in the SOE Library, NOT the main University Library: Brooks.
You will see books depending on where they are located, either Brooks or SOE.

Now all the results we get will be physical books on the shelves at the SOE Curriculum Library!